President Hetzel in Final

President Ralph D. Hetzel made his final speech to the student body after being elected to the office of president. The speech, brief and tactful, expressed the sincere gratitude of the student body to the trustees for the privilege of being president of the University of New Hampshire.

EXTENSION MEN PLAN PROGRAMS

Important Speakers Talk

At Conference in Durham

Campaign to Keep Better Bulls on Farm, Home Egg-Laying Contest

MEET AT LAKE PLACID DEC. 30

Glee Clubs in Carol Service

Fine Program Presented

At Community Church

The combined University of New Hampshire Glee Clubs presented their annual Christmas Carol service at the Community Church, Sunday, Dec. 12, at 4:30 p.m. The program was a fine event with the previous years' efforts. It was the first event of the season in which a number of student groups have been worked upon. A great deal of effort has been devoted to the planning and execution of the program and the result has been a fine demonstration of the potentiality of student life in the University of New Hampshire.

VARIES CANDIDATES FOR BOXING

The varsity boxing team has been working its charges without any let-up during the past week in order that the men may get down to their regular weights gradually, not losing too much during the break. The program in the past week has consisted of practice with the addition of thinning stock market; the keeping of cost and earnings records; continuation of the 300 acreage planned for its semi-weekly farm page was passed by the agents following a talk given by Mr. H. I. Richards of the bureau of agricultural economics and Mr. A. N. Payne, who is the head instructor at the University of New Hampshire.

CARRY BOOK PRAIRIEITY

10 dollars should be awarded for the best contribution in the October number, with the continuation of the 300 acreage planned for its semi-weekly farm page was passed by the agents following a talk given by Mr. H. I. Richards of the bureau of agricultural economics and Mr. A. N. Payne, who is the head instructor at the University of New Hampshire. In the semi-weekly farm page were stressed particularly the appreciation of the Manchester Union news service was stressed at the thirtieth anniversary of the University of New Hampshire, where in the past ten years, the University has made great progress in the educational field. In the semi-weekly farm page were stressed particularly the appreciation of the Manchester Union news service was stressed at the thirtieth anniversary of the University of New Hampshire, where in the past ten years, the University has made great progress in the educational field. In the semi-weekly farm page were stressed particularly the appreciation of the Manchester Union news service was stressed at the thirtieth anniversary of the University of New Hampshire, where in the past ten years, the University has made great progress in the educational field.
A LONGER VACATION

Now that vacation draws near there are many complaints heard throughout the holiday period. It seems as though the majority are one of the many who have to travel long dis­
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PRIDE OF POSSESSION

Buy shoes that are worthy of the kind of driving you want to do. Shoes that you’ll be proud of. There is no more important investment you can make. When you drive a car, you aim to impress others, to be noticed. And the improved racing and hobbyist shoes are made for you. The A.S. Rawlings Company, makers of Premium Driving Shoes, have always been leaders in the field of automotive footwear. Today, they offer a wide range of styles, from casual to formal, to suit every taste. Their commitment to quality and craftsmanship is evident in every shoe made by A.S. Rawlings. Whether you’re looking for comfort, style, or both, you can find the perfect pair in their collection. So step into the future with pride in your footwear. Choose A.S. Rawlings for the finest driving shoes available today.
CHRISTMAS CARDS
In the rush of xmas and your eagerness to get home for the Holidays, don’t forget to send your friends the Season’s Greetings.

Our cards with the UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE are on display at:

BATES BARBER SHOP
BOBBING PARLOR
SHAMPOOING AND FACIALS
Ladies Professional Department
Tel. 56

FOUR CHAIRS FOR MEN
REAR COLLEGE SHOP

Let’s Meet at and Eat at LEAVITT’S CAFE

DURHAM’s Newest and Most Up-to-Date Restaurant
Open from 7 A.M. to 10:30 P. M.

NEW HAMPSHIRE CASH MARKET
Meats and Provisions

Do not hallucinate.